
Key Features
• Two-minute portable assessment process
• Offline use supported
• Intuitive, self-prompted process
• “Plug and Play”— practitioners can start  

scanning in minutes
• Cloud-based backup
• Results synced with mobile app for users
• Scans are compared against billions of  

historical scan data points for benchmarking
• Thousands of datapoints captured in seconds

Make Movement Health Assessments 
Practical, Portable, and Standardized

Enjoy freedom to move  
during Movement Health  
assessments
With the Scan Kit, you get powerful insights 
outside a lab environment. A two-minute 
assessment process delivers key Movement  
Health insights, including biomarkers, calculated 
metrics like Fall Risk, an overall score, and  
granular metrics.

Offline capture is supported even when there  
is limited or poor connectivity. Scans are stored 
locally and automatically synced to Sparta  
Cloud once connected.

The Sparta Science portable Scan Kit makes it 
possible to capture mobile Movement Health 
metrics wherever you are. The kit contains an 
iPad™ with Apple’s new M series chip that  
streams data directly from a Sparta force plate  
for an engaging, lightweight, and touchscreen-
capable Movement Health assessment tool. 

Movement Health assessments require tight 
facilitation and interactivity between the user  
and practitioner. 

Flexible, lightweight approaches are required 
to drive engagement and collaboration toward 
improved outcomes. The Sparta Science Scan Kit 
removes barriers between users and practitioners 
with an easy, intuitive “scan anywhere” solution.

SPARTA SCIENCE SCAN KIT



Sparta Science was founded with the vision that everybody should be able to move 
freely, without physical limitations, for as long as possible. Since bringing on our first 
customer in 2014, we’ve grown into a global full-stack movement health platform. 
Trusted by organizations like the Pittsburgh Steelers, the NCAA, the U.S. Air Force, 
Upstream Rehabilitation and Munich Re, our platform empowers organizations to 
provide a better standard of care. We’re relentlessly focused on studying human 
movement and creating innovative ways to measure, monitor, and improve  
Movement Health.

Learn more at spartascience.com

Align with a partner who  
understands the market  
and continually innovates
Sparta Science was built by practitioners  
for practitioners, and we never stop refining  
our products. 

Our data scientists, sports medicine physicians, 
epidemiologists, and product experts continually 
analyze customer and market needs so you can  
be sure your investment is protected and you 
retain a competitive advantage.

Actively collaborate with  
users and gain rapid insight
An iPad, Force Plate, and instructions are  
shipped directly to your environment of choice.

The Scan Kit is designed for “plug and play” 
functionality with an intuitive process that  
includes prompts to guide the user through  
the assessment process.

Both practitioner and user can see the results and 
actively collaborate with a touch-screen focal point.

Components
• iPad 
• Force Plate 
• U-Shape Adapter
• 2-to-1 Adapter
• Desk Stand

https://success.spartascience.com/en/knowledge/sparta-scan-app-device-system-requirements

